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On  February  1,  Twitter  temporarily  blocked  people  in
India from viewing more than 250 accounts that appeared to
express support to the farmers’ protests that have rocked the
country  for  the  past  four  months.  The  accounts
were  restored  around  six  hours  later.

Twitter  then  told  news  agency  ANI  that  it  withheld  the
accounts in response to a request from India’s Ministry of
Electronics and IT to block accounts that had tweeted the
hashtag  #ModiPlanningFarmerGenocide  for  making  “fake,
provocative, and intimidatory tweets.”

The US-based platform explained its decision by pointing to
its policy of withholding content in certain countries, which
it employs when it receives “a request from an authorized
entity” in that jurisdiction.

A source speaking under the condition of anonymity told The
Hindustan  Times  said  that  Twitter  decided  to  restore  the
accounts  after  concluding  that  the  content  withheld  was
“speech and newsworthy.”
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The Indian government then lashed at Twitter, saying it may
take action against the company if does not comply with its
orders. A statement said:

Twitter cannot assume the role of (a) court and justify non-
compliance. […] Twitter being an intermediary is obliged to
obey the directions as per the satisfaction of authorities as
to which inflammatory content will arouse passion and impact
public order. Twitter cannot sit as an appellate authority
over the satisfaction of the authorities about its potential
impact on derailing public order.

Among those suspended from Twitter on February 1 was India’s
prestigious magazine The Caravan. The publication’s executive
editor  Vinod  K.  Jose  told  Buzzfeed  news  that  Twitter’s
decision to withhold their official account is the “latest in
a long list of targeted attacks” that had been mounted on the
publication for pursuing important stories.

Activists and organizations that have been posting updates
from the protests were also caught on the Twitter crackdown on
Monday.  Some  of  them  were  large  popular  accounts,  such
as @Tractor2twitr, @Kisanektamorcha, and @bkuektaugrahan.

The  mass  suspensions  were  deplored  by  the  global  media
watchdog  Reporters  Without  Borders,  who  labelled  it  as  a
“shocking case of blatant censorship”. The organization added:
“By ordering these blockings, the Home Affairs Ministry is
behaving like an Orwellian Ministry of Truth who wants to
impose its own narrative about the farmers’ protests.”

Many journalists in India have also condemned the action, such
as Sania Farooqui:

Today’s special in Censorship Nation: Twitter India blocks
multiple accounts https://t.co/klpkuWmrUz via @geetaseshu

— Sania Farooqui (@SaniaFarooqui) February 1, 2021
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Notable journalist Rana Ayyub tweeted:

We are talking about Emergency in Myanmar but nobody is
talking about the undeclared emergency in India. Journalists,
activists charged with sedition for reporting on the farmers
protest, their twitter accounts suspended, the world cannot
afford to ignore this dictatorship

— Rana Ayyub (@RanaAyyub) February 1, 2021

Farmers joined in sit-in protests near the capital. 5 December
2020. Image via Wikimedia Commons by Randeep Maddoke. CC0
Public Domain.

Hundreds of thousands of farmers in many parts of India have
been  protesting  against  liberalizing  agriculture
reforms  approved  by  the  country’s  parliament  in  September
2020. Farmers’ unions and organizations say the reform, which
among other measures removes subsidies and protections against
big corporations, will endanger their livelihoods.

Thousands of farmers have camped for months outside New Delhi
demanding the laws be repealed. Authorities have filed several
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sedition charges against activists and journalists since the
demonstrations began, and have imposed internet shutdowns.

The  protests  drew  global  attention  this  week  after
international  popstar  Rihanna  tweeted  about  the  issue:

why  aren’t  we  talking  about
this?!  #FarmersProtest  https://t.co/obmIlXhK9S

— Rihanna (@rihanna) February 2, 2021

The following day, Meena Harris, the niece of United States’
Vice  President  Kamala  Harris,  also  took  to  Twitter
to  condemn  the  internet  shutdowns.

And  on  February  4,  Swedish  climate  activist  Greta
Thunberg  expressed  support  for  the  protests  on  a  Twitter
thread  in  which  she  also  shared  a  “protest  toolkit”  —  a
document  with  resources  for  those  wanting  to  familiarize
themselves with the farmers’ or help with organizing.

The Delhi police then said it will investigate the toolkit’s
authors, who are thus far unknown.

Many  Indians,  including  politicians,  Bollywood  stars,  and
cricketers condemned the tweets by foreign personalities.

In a statement released on February 3, India’s Ministry of
External Affairs also commented on the foreign personalities’
expressions  of  support:  “The  temptation  of  sensationalist
social media hashtags and comments, especially when resorted
to  by  celebrities  and  others,  is  neither  accurate  nor
responsible.”

 

cover image: Indian farmers’ protest in December 2020 via Wikimedia Commons by
Randeep Maddoke.
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